Definition 1.1. For each positive integer i, let ~+ denote the subset of ~+ consisting of all roots of height i. Define the exponents ml, ..., m n of 9 by saying that the multiplicity of/as an exponent is I~il-I~i+ xl.
For each ~t e R n, let e" be a formal exponential of ~. In other words, the e" are a set of commuting indeterminates subject only to the relations e~e # = e ~ + a, e~ 1 .
The following conjectures were originally formulated by I. G. Macdonald. For a more thorough background on these conjectures, the reader should consult [19] . 
(1--q)
In the above conjecture "constant term" refers to that part of C(~, k) which is independent of the e ~.
In the form above, the Macdonald conjectures are known for the following values of ~, k and q: 1) q=l, q~=Bn, Cn, Dn, all k (see [19] or [22] ) 2) 9 = A., all k, all q (see [2] ) 3) all ~, all q, k=0, 1 (see [19] ) 4) all ~, k= oo, all q (see [7] , [20] , or [21] ). 5) ~=A n, Bn, C., D., all k, all q as n--,oo (see [10] ). In this paper we will start from an equivalent formulation of Conjecture 1.2 also due to Macdonald. A proof of their equivalence can be found in [19] .
For this conjecture, let f~ be a semisimple complex Lie algebra with root system 9 . We let A ff denote the exterior algebra of f# with A "~ its rth-graded piece. Note that the left-hand side of Conjecture 1.3 makes sense for (r gl,(~) even though gl.(C) is not semisimple (and so technically does not have exponents). This problem is remedied by defining the exponents of gl.(C) to be 0, 1 ..... n-1. With this convention, everything stated in this paper for semisimple Lie algebras also holds for gl.(C).
Recall the notion of Lie algebra cohomology (see for example [4] or [15] ). Let s be a complex Lie algebra. Define 6,_~ :(Ar-a~)*~(A'L,r * by The Jacobi identity for &a shows that afar-1=0-Define the Lie algebra cohomology of L~ ~ (with trivial coefficients) to be the graded ring HL*(5~') defined by nLr(~) = (ker 6r)/(im fir-0.
One important result which we will need later is the following theorem (see [3] , [122, or [152) . Suppose next that s is an N-graded Lie algebra, i.e., s has a vector space decomposition ~' = @ s and [s 5r C 5r + v. This grading of s gives a grading of As a which we call weight. The case we will consider is where ~=ff|
We define the i%graded piece of this Lie algebra to be = ff| i. It is easy to see that this gives a Lie algebra grading. The exterior algebra A ~ is also graded by exterior degree. We can now state a set of conjectures in terms of relative cohomology of Lie algebras which imply the Macdonald root system conjectures. The idea to restate the conjectures in terms of Lie algebra cohomology did not originate with this author. It was observed by Garland and Lepowsky that Conjecture 1.2 has a stronger homological form which they proved when k is infinity (see [7] ). We will state a strengthened version of Conjecture 1.3 which we henceforth refer to as the strong Macdonald conjectures. 
where ~ is the ideal f#| k+l) in ~e. Since the strong Macdonald conjectures hold for LP, H**(~) ~~ is an exterior algebra with k generators of degree 2m~ + 1 for each s = 1,2 .... , n. Moreover these k generators have weights The rest of this paper is devoted to proving something close to the strong Macdonald conjectures for the classical Lie algebras. In the case of the classical Lie algebras, f~,= sl.(IE), On0E), or sp2,(IE), the complex (C, a'~, ~) for computing the cohomology of ff.| +(k) approaches a limit as n approaches infinity. That is to say, there is a bigraded complex (C a'~, 6) with the property that (C. a'~, 6) is a quotient of C a' ~ by a 5-invariant subspace j a, ~, and j d, w is zero for n large with respect to d. As C. a, ~ = C a, ~/j a, ~, there is a natural homomorphism n.: H a, ~(C) ~H d,w(ff.| A + (k)). Thus part of the cohomology of ff,| + (k) is projected from the n equals infinity complex.
We will compute this image n,(H*'*(C)) (in Theorems 4.9 and 4.12) and show that it is an exterior algebra with n(k + 1) generators of degrees (2m~) C1) The map zt, is onto. C2) The cohomology ring H*(f~.QA +(k)) is an exterior algebra with generators of odd degree. C3) The cohomology of the Lie algebra f~.QA+(k) has dimension 2 ~tk+ 1~.
Proof. It is obvious that C1 implies Conjecture 1.5 (given the result mentioned above). Suppose C2 holds. Using Proposition (v) from Guichardet I-8, p. 116] we have
where N is the number of generators of the exterior algebra H*(~,| A + (k)~-). If N is less than or equal to nk, then we are done by C 1. So assume N > nk. Reversing the integration argument given by Macdonald (see [19] ) we obtain an expression E(q) for the right hand side of Conjecture 1.2 from the product l-[ (1 -q~'). Since N is greater than nk, E(1)= 0. But this contradicts the weak Macdonald conjectures at q = 1 which are known to hold for the classical root systems.
Lastly suppose that C3) holds. Since the image of lr, has dimension 2 ntk+ a) it must be that ~r, is onto which completes the proof.
Condition C 3 of Proposition 1.7 leads to an interesting deformation-theoretic interpretation of the strong Macdonald conjectures. For each complex number z, let L z be the Lie algebra
It is easy to check that L~ is isomorphic to a (Lie algebra) direct sum of k + 1 copies of ~ for z not equal to 0. So for nonzero z, the Lie algebra cohomology of L~ is isomorphic to the tensor product of k+ 1 copies of H*(f~). The structure of To begin the proof of this claim, write y~ out as
Each choice of (a~ .... , a~) gives rise to a number of terms in the shuffle product. Each of these terms begins with t ~', hence each of these terms is 0 unless Z a~ < k. Choose (a 1 ..... a~) with ~ ai < k. We consider the corresponding term (2.1) in the shuffle power yU, Let i and i' correspond to t k-a' and t, i.e., the second and third tensor positions in the i th factor of(2.1). The full shuffle product in (2.1) is a sum of terms indexed by the permutations o-of 1, 1', 2, 2', .... u, u' satisfying a(i) < a(i') for all i. We call such a permutation admissible, and let z~ denote the term in (2.1) indexed by a. Let a be an admissible permutation. We say i' and j' are consecutive primed numbers with respect to a if a(i~ immediately precedes a(j') in the order l<l'<...<u<u'.
Note that if n is the permutation obtained from a by interchanging a(i') and a(j~, then n is also an admissible permutation. We say that two admissible permutations a and n are equivalent if n is obtained from a by a series of interchanges of consecutive primed numbers.
Let a be an admissible permutation written out into groups of consecutive nonprimed and primed numbers, with w 1, vl, w2, v2 .... , w,, v~ the sizes of the groups. Lastly note that if a and n are equivalent, admissible, permutations then the terms in the shuffle product (2.1) indexed by a and n are equal. So there is no contribution to (2.1) except by equivalence classes of size one. But it is easy to see that the only admissible permutation which is equivalent to no others is the identity and so the shuffle product (2.1) consists of only one term, this being
This proves the claim. A similar argument shows that
also consists of only one term, this being
Lemma 2.2 now follows immediately. Assume now that M is a filtered A-bimodule and let E~ denote the associated graded object. Then there is a spectral sequence converging to Hd(A;M ) with E la,~ = Ha(A;E%(M)). Each term E' is bigraded, E'= @ E'a,q by homological degree d, and filtration degree q. The differential ~, of E" maps E'a,q to
Erd-r,q+r -1"
This situation arises when A is an augmented algebra with augmentation map 5: A~C and augmentation ideal A =ker~. In this case, M can be given the A-adic filtration which makes E~ into a trivial A-module. So the E 1 term simplifies to Ela,~=M|
In the more specialized situation where M=A with the obvious bimodule structure, and where A is an N-graded, commutative C-algebra, the grading of A induces a grading of H.(A;N) for any N, which we call weight. The above spectral sequence becomes trigraded, E'a,q, w with d being homological degree, q being filtration degree, and w being weight. The differential d, preserves weight and the sequence E'a,~,w converges to Ha, w(A;A ). We record these wellknown facts in a lemma for future reference. 
Here u o v denotes the shuffle product of u and v. In each of the last two rows, the representatives end with the e th shuffle power of y.
Proof (Steve Mitchell). Our first step is to compute H,(A+(k); C). Recall that H,(A +(k); C) = Tor A +~k)(C,C)
and note that there exists the following free resolution:
In (2.2), the map fk is multiplication by t k, the map f~ is multiplication by t, and the map e is evaluation at 0. where Ext and Sym denote exterior and symmetric algebras respectively.
Now to compute H,.,(A+(k);A+(k))
we use the spectral sequence of Lemma 2.3. The E ~ term is
and the filtration degree of t'| Ext (x)| Sym(y) is r. Note that the filtration stops at degree k so the spectral sequence must collapse at E k § 1. In other words,
E k+ ~ =H,.,(A+(k); A+(k)).
We claim that
for 1 < i_< k. The proof is by induction on i.
Recall y,) which was defined by
We have
+ (tk| -t i-l| + tiNtk-i+ 1) = i(tk| t) + (tin t k-i+ 1)
=0 in E i -1
is a lifting of Y~i-1) to the kernal of Oi-1. It is clear that Oi_ i x = 0 and so it follows easily that A + (
By induction on i we have that E k = A +(k)|174
Now consider Ok acting on E k.
First we compute Cgk(t i o X o Ytk+ 1)~) 9
Using Lemma 2,2, 
where and
AS above, N-cg=0 and so c~k(do Ytk+ 1)") =d-Note that
On the other hand,
Thus O k is 0 on A+(k)| except on the one dimensional space
(1 @1 @Y(k+ 1)u) which it maps onto (tk@x@ytk+ 1)u-1).
We've shown that as an A+(k)-module, H,,,(A+(k); A+(k)) is cyclic in each dimension with Ho, ,(A + (k); A + (k)) = A + (k) and Ha, ,(A + (k); A + (k)) = A + (k)/(t k)
for d>0. Moreover, multiplication by x is an isomorphism between H2~,,(A + (k); A + (k)) and H2~ + 1,,(A + (k); A + (k)). Explicit generators are as given in the statement of this theorem.
Let sn be the antisymmetric cyclic shift map on Tn(A) defined by
Note that Sd preserves both degree and weight. Also define the map an : Ta(A)--* Ta(A) by a n(ax @az@ ..
. Nan) = -(-1) ~n~n-1)~/2(al Nan@an-1 @ ... @as@a2).
Again note that an preserves both degree and weight. It is easy to see that the groups of linear transformations of Tn(A) generated by {sn} and {sn, an} are the cyclic group of order d and the dihedral group of order 2d, respectively. This notion of cyclic homology was introduced by Connes [5, 6] and independently by Tsygan [22] . 
w(gl~(ff'~)| A ) ). Then dim(Prim( H Ld, ~(gl~(~)| A )gl"tr ) approaches the limit dim(HCd, w(A)) as n~. More succinctly, lim(HL(gl.(ll~)| gl"tcJ) is the graded exterior algebra of HC(A).
The last result we need concerns the case where A is an augmented algebra, i.e., A = (1 9 IE)@I where I is an ideal and 1 is a unit.
Theorem2.9 (LodayandQuillen [16] ). Let A=(1.1E)~3I be an augmented algebra. Then HC.,.
(A) = HC,,.(tE)•HC.,.(I).
We will need similar results for dihedral homology which are due to Loday. It is easy to verify that b commutes with the maps ad. So the Hochschild homology of A splits as a direct sum Clearly
H(A; A) = H(A; A) + +H(A; A)-

Ho(A+(k); A+(k)) is in H(A+(k); A+(k))-and HI(A+(k); A+(k)) is in H(A + (k); A + (k)) +. We consider H2(A + (k); A + (k)).
We begin with a computation.
Claim. For any a with 0 < a < k, we have
Proof. The proof is by induction on a. 
, which proves the claim. 
Now consider y-tray.
Y--tr3Y = ~ (ti| tk-i| t --ti|174 tk-i)
= ~2 t ~~ (1 | k-~) o (1 | So, [Y] q-tra[Y] = E ti~ ((k-i) tk-i-
= -trj+ I(A) o tre+ I(B) we have that rio [y](') is in n2,(A+(k); A+(k)) + for r odd, and in H2,(A+(k);A+(k))-for r even. Likewise t~o[y](')o[x] is in
H2r+l(A+(k);A+(k)) + if r is even and in H2r+l(A+(k); A+(k))-if r is odd. By
Theorem 2.7, the result follows. We will need two results due to Loday. The first is the analogue of Theorem 2.7 for dihedral homology. 
(A)
which are defined to be the homology of a subcomplex of Loday's double complex for computing dihedral homology. For this application, we won't need the exact definition of HT(A), as so we refer the interested reader to [17] for further details. (2.4) and (2.5) which satisfy: .
Proposition 2.12 (Loday [17-1). Let A be a graded ff~-algebra. Then there exist bigraded homology groups HT,.,(A), and a pair of long exact sequences
.. +Ha-t,w(A; A)-+Hd, w(A; A) + -*HTd, w(A)
~Hd
.. ~HTd,,~(A)~HDa, w(A)~HDd_4,w(A)--,HTd_ m,w(A) '-~ .... (2.5)
In the first sequence (2.4), the map from H a_ ~,w(A; A)-to Hd, w(A; A) + is the map B from Theorem 2.7. This completes Sect. 2. In the next section, we will compute the cyclic and dihedral homologies of the truncated polynomial ring A + (k). 
Section 3. The cyclic and dihedral homologies of A + (k)
Let
and r(k+l)<w<r(k+l)+k and w = 0
We will actually prove the following proposition which states a slightly stronger result. 
n : n Ca -2 (A + (k)) ~ n a_ 1 (A + (k); A + (k)). Then, (1) S is identically zero on HC.w(A+(k)) for any nonzero weight w. (2) S is an isomorphism between the 1-dimensional spaces HC2s ' o(A + (k)) and HC2,-2, o( A + (k)). (3) For d even, N is an isomorphism of Ha(A+(k); A+(k)) onto HCa(A+(k)). For d odd, N is identically O. (4) For d even, B is an isomorphism of HCa_2(A+(k)) onto Ha-l(A+(k); A+(k)). For d odd, B is identically O.
{~ if d is even (5) dim(HCa(A+(k)))= is d is odd.
Proof. We first prove (1). We will use the following lemma due to Goodwillie ([9], Corollary 11.4.6).
Lemma. Let D be a derivation of A and let L o be the induced homomorphism on cyclic homology. Then Lo ~ S = O.
We apply this lemma with A = A +(k) and D the derivation Dti= it i. It is easy to see that LD restricted to HC.w(A § (k)) is just multiplication by w. So by the lemma above, S must be identically zero on HC,w(A § (k)) when w is nonzero. This proves part (1) .
We now prove parts (2)- (5) We next compute the dihedral homology of A § (k). We first need the following proposition. 
Ha-1 (A + (k); A + (k)) + ~n T d_ 1 (A § (k)) ~Ha_ a(A § (k); A + (k))-~0.
Also the map between Ha-2(A + (k); A + (k))-and H d_ I(A + (k); A + (k)) § is the map B which is an isomorphism since d-2 is even (by Proposition 3.2 (3)). So we have and
H Td(A + (k)) ~ Hd(A + (k); A + (k)) + ~-H.(A + (k); A + (k))
H T d_ 1 (A + (k)) ~ H a_ a(A + (k); A + (k))-~-Ha-3(A + (k); A + (k)).
If d-0 mod4 then
Hd(A + (k); A + (k)) + = Ha-2(A + (k); A + (k))-= 0 and H a_ I(A +(k); A+(k)) + =Hd_a(A+(k); A+(k))-=0.
So from (2.4) we have the exact sequence 0~H Td(A + (k)) ~0~0 ~ H d_ I(A + (k)) ~0
which completes the proof.
Theorem 3.4. The dihedral homology of A + (k) is given by dim(HDa, w(A+(k)))=S1 if d=(4s)-2 and w=(2s-1)(k+l)+t for l<t<k otherwise.
Moreover, for those d,w with HDd,w(A+(k)) nonzero, the map L d from
Proof. The proof is structured very much like the proof of Proposition 3.2. We proceed by induction on d and use the long exact sequence (2.5) which relates dihedral homology to the homology groups HT(A +(k)).
To begin our induction, we have from (2.5) the exact sequences
0--* H T~(A + (k)) -* HDi(A + (k)) --* 0
for 0 < i_< 3. The map from HTi(A+(k)) to HOi(A +(k)) is the inclusion map. By Proposition 3.3 we have
with equality in the case i=2 achieved by the inclusion of H2(A+(k); A+(k)) in
HT2(A+(k)).
Assume the result is known for d < 4s. By our induction hypotheses,
Also by Proposition 3.3 we have
HT4~ + 3(A + (k)) = H T4s(A + (k)) = O.
Using these facts in the sequence (2.5) we obtain exact sequences, 
~HD4~ + 3, w(A + (k)) ~0
---* HD4~_ 2, w(A + (k)) ~ H4~_ ,, w(A + (k); A + (k))---* HD4~ + ~, w(A + (k)) ~ O. O---*HD4~,w(A+(k))~O. (3.4)
The sequences (3.2) and (3.4) immediately imply that
HD4s ,,(A + (k)) = HD4~ + 3, ,(A + (k)) = O.
In (3.3) the map from H4s+z,w(A+(k); A+(k)) into HD4~+z,w(A+(k))
is inclusion (equivalently the map L4s + 2). Also, by our induction hypotheses, dim(nD4s-z, w(A + (k))) = dim (H4s_ ,, w(A + (k); A + (k)).
So to complete our induction step, it remains to show that HD4s + 1, w(A + (k)) = O.
To show that HD4s + t,w(A+(k)) is zero, we use the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.2. All that is required is a generalization of Goodwillie's Lemma which is applicable in this case. This generalization follows easily from the version stated earlier. We leave the details to the reader.
The next result summarizes the two main results of this section in terms of cyclic and dihedral cohomology. Although these results follow immediately from their homological versions, we state them here because we will actually work with cyclic and dihedral cohomology in later sections. 
t u'-'{E tJtu'-J} .. .tud,
where the first sum is on i from 1 to d and the second sum is onj from 1 to u~-1. We will use the following piece of notation. For u a positive integer define dk(t k +~) to be
dk(t k+") = {Z tt@ tk+u-t } --{Z (t~Q tk+u-l) + (tk +,-,@ tl)}.
Here the first sum is on I from 1 to k + u -1 and the second sum is on I from 1 to u-1.
Let fl be the dual of the boundary map b' from the Bar complex for A § (k + u).
Then dk(t k § is fl(t k+~) minus any terms which involve a higher power of t than k. In particular, dk(t k+~) consists of terms involving only t, t 2 .... , t k. Note also that
fl(dk(t k + u)) = _ ~, dk(tk + t)| t u-l + Z tl| dk( tk + ~-l) .
(3.8)
Definition 3.6. For s a non-negative integer and 1 <N<k, define AN, ~ to be
where the first sum is on i from 1 to N and the second sum is over all ordered sequences (ul, ..., u,) of non-negative integers which sum to N-i.
Note that AN,s is in C2~+ 1,tk+ I~+N(A+(k)). We will show that AN, s is a cyclic cohomology representative for the nonzero class of degree 2s + 1 and weight
1,emma 3.7. 6c(Au,~)=0.
Proof. We separate 6c(AN,s) into several parts. + 1 + ul)... (tldk(tk+ a +,j-l) 
6c(AN,~)=A + B+C + D+ E, where and
A = S'.Y',E itJti-Jdk(t k+ 1 +~1)...dk(tk+ 1 +,~) B = --~'. Z Y'. ititZdk( tk + 1 +,~ -l) dk(tk + 1 +.2)...dk(t k + t +,~) C = ~, ~ ~ Y~ itidk(t k + x +,1)... (dk(t k + 1 + ,j -l) tl).., dk(t k + 1 + ,~) D = -~, ~, Z ~, itidk( tk
. dk(t k + 1 +,~)
and
A2 = -Y'. ~, ytYdk(t k + 1 + ul)...dk(t k + a +,2) t x "
Clearly A1 =-B and A2= -E which proves the lemma. We will need an explicit formula for the dual of 6, which we denote by 6. Our goal in the rest of this section is to obtain more information about the image of map ~ in degrees d > n. Note that C(~) has dimension 1 at each even degree and dimension 0 at each odd degree. So HRC(C) is an exterior algebra with one generator R(2s-1) = l | l | .. @ l in each odd degree 2s-1. The next proposition can either be proved by topological means or can be obtained as a direct consequence of Theorem 5.4 in Kostant [14] . The following facts are easily verified.
(1) (dc-)2 =0, (2) ~c + ~c-= -~c-~c +, Let Tot(C(A+(k))) be the associated total complex and let Ht~ be the homology of this total complex. We will need the following result.
Theorem 4.8. Let A(k) denote the ring ~[t]/(1--tk+l). Then H'~ =HC,(A(k)). Moreover, ~ k + l if d is even dim(HCa(A(k))) = [0 if d is odd.
Proof. Note that as vector spaces A+(k) and A(k) are both isomorphic to ff~@Ct~r k. Thus the usual complexes Ca(A+(k)) and Cd(A(k)) for their cyclic homologies are identical as vector spaces.
Let t"| t'2| | t "~ be a basis vector for C(A(k)) and let ac be the differential in C (A(k) ). Then
Observe that 
Xd, w has exterior degree kn 2. So by the usual properties of an exterior algebra, the theorem is proved if we show that E. is nonzero.
Let 6c + and 6 c-be the duals of the maps ac + and 8c-defined above. Let {E', 0,} be the spectral sequence with g 2 term We next prove 2). Assume #n is onto and let fin + and fin be the coboundaries in the Koszul complexes for computing HL(gln(~)| + (k)) and HL(gln(IF.)| respectively. Let fin-= t~n-fin + so fin-increases degree by 1 and decreases weight by k+l.
As in the stable (n = ~) case, there is a spectral sequence Erp, q with E 1 term
HL(gln(tE)| § (k)) which abutts to HL(gln(IE)|
In our proof of statement 1), we showed that #n(E(n)) is mapped isomorphically onto HL(gln(ff~)QA(k)) by this spectral sequence. Let #nr(E(n)) be the image of #n(E(n)) in E r, and let t5 r denote the coboundary in E r. Thus, (A) ~r " Erp, q----~ Erp+r,q_r(k + 1), Continuing with the proof of Theorem 4.9 we now have that r is nonzero which is a contradiction.
The importance of Theorem 4.9 is that it shows that the image under ~b. of the subalgebra E(n) is an exterior algebra with nk generators of exactly the degrees and weights which are conjectured to be the degrees and weights of generators for HL(gI.(~) | A + (k)) ~l~c).
The author believes that statement 2) of Theorem 4.9 is too weak. He conjectures that ~,(D(n)) is zero with no assumptions about ~. being onto. One way to prove this would be to show that ~.(x) is in the image off. § for the explicit cyclic cohomology representatives x of degree greater that 2n given in Sect. 3. One might hope that for these x, ~.(x) would be zero in A (gl.(C)| However, for n = 2 and k = 2, the representative x of degree 5 and weight 8 given in Sect. 3 is the only possible cyclic cohomology representative and ~2(x) is nonzero in /k (g12(~) | A + (2)) (although ~2(x) is zero in nL(gl2(~ ) | A + (2))).
Part II -Dihedral cohomology
In this part we prove results analogous to Theorem 4.9 for the symplectic and odd orthogonal Lie algebras. The overall approach is exactly the same as in Part I. Most of the details will be just as in Part I and will therefore be omitted. Also the exposition is nearly identical for the orthogonal and symplectic cases and so we consider just the case of the symplectic Lie algebras. Recall that SpEn(l~) is the Lie algebra of 2n by 2n real matrices x, Ira1,1 ttll,~l x -~-m2, i m2, which satisfy ml,2t----ml,2, m2,1t =m2, l, and ml,~ t-----m2, 2. In order to define ~g. we need notation for a basis of SpEn(~ ). This basis, denoted {t~j} is given in the list below:
Basis vector Notation
--Zi,j the degrees and weights predicted by the strong Macdonald conjectures. This requires detailed analysis of the centralizer algebra of SO(2n, ~) in the tensor powers of the defining representation (see [1] or [11] ). This will appear in a separate note.
